Abstract. We consider the three-dimensional semi-relativistic Hartree model for fast quantum mechanical particles moving in a self-consistent field. Under appropriate assumptions on the initial density matrix as a (fully) mixed quantum state we prove, using Wigner transformation techniques, that its classical limit yields the well known relativistic Vlasov-Poisson system. The result holds for the case of attractive and repulsive mean-field interaction, with an additional size constraint in the attractive case.
Introduction and main result
In this paper we aim to establish the classical limit as ε → 0 + of the semirelativistic Hartree system (or Schrödinger-Poisson system), i.e.
(1.1) iε∂ t ρ ε (t) = [H ε , ρ ε (t)], x ∈ R 3 , t ∈ R + , −κ∆V ε = n ε (t, x), κ = ±1, subject to an initial data ρ ε (0) ≡ ρ ε 0 , where the reason for choosing κ = ±1 respectively will be explained below and the Hamiltonian operator H ε is given by H ε := −ε 2 ∆ + 1 + V ε (t, x).
Here the pseudo-differential operator for the kinetic energy is simply defined via multiplication in Fourier space with the symbol |εξ| 2 + 1, for the semi-classical parameter 0 < ε ≪ 1, a dimensionless scaled Planck's constant (all other physical constants are rescaled to be equal to 1). This scalar pseudo-differential operator is frequently used in relativistic quantum mechanical models as a convenient replacement of the full (matrix-valued) Dirac operator. In (1.1) we denote by ρ ε (t) ∈ S 1 (L 2 (R 3 )) the density matrix operator of the system, i.e. a positive selfadjoint trace class operator acting on L 2 (R 3 ). The particle density n ε (t, ·) ∈ L 1 (R 3 ) is then obtained by evaluating the corresponding kernel ρ ε (t, x, y), which, by abuse of notation is denoted by the same symbol as the density operator, on its diagonal [19] , i.e. n ε (t, x) = ρ ε (t, x, x). The system (1.1) describes the mean field dynamics of (relativistic) quantum mechanical particles in a mixed state. Denoting by {ψ
with (constant in time) λ j ∈ ℓ 1 , λ j ≥ 0 [19] . Using this representation, we arrive at an equivalent system of countable many nonlinear Schrödinger-type equations
where the density is now given by
The system (1.2) can be interpreted as the time-dependent model associated to the semi-relativistic Hartree energy
where for the second line we have used the three dimensional Green's function representation of the potential, i.e.
For future references we recall that the kinetic and the self-consistent potentialenergy can also be shortly written in terms of density matrices as
In the case κ = −1, the coupling to the Poisson equation comprises an attractive nonlinearity for the Schrödinger-type equations (1.2) and hence, global wellposedness for general initial data does not hold, cf. [5, 13] . In this case, the system (1.2) is a generalization (for mixed states) of the semi-relativistic Hartree model derived in [2] as the mean field limit for large systems of Bosons with gravitational self-interaction. This model has been extensively studied in recent years as it is considered to describe the dynamics of so-called Boson stars [4, 5, 6, 13] . In the case κ = 1, the Poisson interaction is repulsive and typically models electron-electron self-interactions (in the Hartree-approximation). The system (1.2) therefore allows to study relativistic corrections to the usual Hartree model of many-body electron system as it is needed for example in the case of heavy atoms, cf. [14] .
In the present work we are interested in rigorously establishing the classical limit of (1.2) as ε → 0. To this end we shall heavily rely on the Wigner transformed picture of quantum mechanics [21] . To this end, we define the (ε-scaled) Wigner transform of a given density matrix kernel ρ ε (t, x, y) as in [16, 15] 
From this definition we easily infer
is real-valued it can be seen as a quantum mechanical analog of a classical phase space distribution. However, the Wigner function in general also takes negative values and therefore does not allow for a probabilistic interpretation. Nevertheless, Wigner functions have proved to be a highly successful tool in the rigorous mathematical derivation of classical limits, see, e.g. [1, 8, 9, 15, 16, 18, 20] for various analytical results and [17] for a numerical study. In particular, under appropriate uniform bounds on ρ ε (see Theorem 1 below), it is known that f ε has accumulation points f ≡ f 0 (t, x, ξ) as ε → 0 (in a suitable topology), which are positive Borel measures on the phase space. The limiting measures can then be identified as a distributional solution of the corresponding limiting evolutionary system. In our case we expect it to be a solution of the relativistic Vlasov-Poisson system, i.e.
(1.4)
where the limiting particle density n(t, x) is obtained as
The system (1.4) is in itself an intensively studied model, in particular in the gravitational case κ = −1, see e.g. [10, 11, 12] and the references given therein. The present work thus provides a rigorous connection between the quantum mechanical model (1.1), or equivalently(1.2), and its classical analog (1.4). The novelty of the work lies in the fact that we have to establish suitable estimates based on the relativistic kinetic energy (instead of the usual one − ε 2 2 ∆) in order to be able to pass to the limit in the nonlinear potential V ε (t, x). The main result of this paper is as follows.
) is a density matrix operator, such that
In the gravitational case κ = −1 we additionally assume 1
where C * > 0 is a fixed ε-independent constant to be computed in the following.
Then there exists a unique mild solution
) of the relativistic Hartree system (1.1) and its Wigner transform The above given theorem shows that distributional solutions to (1.4) can indeed be interpreted as the classical limit (on any compact time-interval) of solutions to (1.2), or equivalently (1.1). To get more insight on Assumption (A) we again use the decomposition ρ
We remark that tr ρ ε 0 is the total charge or mass of the particle system. Thus Assumption (A) implies a uniform (in ε) bound on the total charge/mass and simultaneously requires j∈N (λ , which satisfies this requirements for ψ j ∈ H 1 (R 3 ) we refer to [16] .)
This condition is to be expected from earlier papers [15, 16] and prevents us from establishing our result in the case of pure initial states, i.e. ρ ε 0 = ψ ε j (x)ψ ε j (y), or even finite combinations of pure states. Roughly speaking, the requirement of a totally mixed initial state is needed to ensure that the limiting particle density n(t, x) is not too singular and thus can be successfully convolved with the Poisson kernel ∝ 1/|x|. This is not clear a-priori as the limiting f (t, x, ξ), and thus also the limiting density n(t, x), in general is only a measure. In the case of a fully mixed state though we gain a bit more regularity, which is needed in passing to the limit ε → 0. Note that for any Hilbert-Schmidt
y ) < ∞ , cf. [19] . Having in mind the scaling property (1.3), Assumption (A) therefore implies for the initial Wigner function f ε (0, ·, ·) L 2 < ∞, uniformly in ε. This property is shown to be conserved by the time-evolution below and thus, yields an important uniform bound on f ε (t, x, ξ). Assumption (B), needed in the gravitational case, then additionally requires that the L 2 -norm of the initial Wigner function or the total charge/mass is sufficiently small (and not only bounded), cf. Remark 2.5 below.
The rest of the paper is now organized as follows: In Section (2) we collect some preliminary results needed for the proof of our main theorem which is given in Section 3. We then close this section with some final remarks on possible generalizations.
Preliminary results
Let us start with a technical lemma, that nevertheless turns out to be crucial for the proof of the main Theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Let ρ(x, y) be the kernel of a positive self-adjoint trace class operator ρ ∈ S 1 (L 2 (R 3 )) and n(x) ≡ ρ(x, x) the corresponding density. Then for p ∈ [1, ∞) the following estimate holds
Proof. For the proof we proceed analogously to [15] . Since the case p = 1 is immediate we consider only p > 1. We start by considering the operator |∇| − βn α where β > 0 and α > 0 are some constants to be chosen later on. Let µ 1 ≤ µ 2 ≤ . . . be the negative eigenvalues of the operator |∇| − βn α and let {ϕ k } k∈N be a finite or countable collection of the corresponding ortho-normed eigenvectors. We consequently obtain
where p jk = R 3 ψ j ϕ k . Since µ k = −|µ k |, ∀ k ∈ N, we can rearrange this inequality in the following form
Now, using Hölder's inequality, and the fact that j |p jk | 2 = 1, as well as k |p jk | 2 ≤ 1, we obtain
Here the second inequality is obtained from Theorem 2.1 in [3] , which states that for all δ > 0
where µ j are the negative eigenvalues of the operator |∇|− W . Now with the choice α = (p − 1)/(3p − 2), setting α + 1 = q and
, it is easy to conclude
Remark 2.2. The proof can easily be generalized to the d-dimensional case, where one finds
Next, we state a local-in-time existence result for the Hartree system (1.2). 
, or equivalently (1.1), which satisfies the following conservation laws:
Proof. The existence of a unique solution can be obtained in a straightforward way from the results given in [5] (where the case of density matrices with finite rank is treated). Also, the conservation laws (2.2) are established there.
Note that the conservation laws (2.2) together with Assumption (A) directly imply that, for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ], it holds In particular we have the following uniform bound
Formally, the conservation of energy can be obtained as in [5] . In order to obtain the uniform a-priori bound (2.3) we shall use (2.1), with p = 2, which yields
, due to the second conservation law in (2.2) and the fact that ε|∇| ≤ √ −ε 2 ∆ + 1, as can be seen on the level of the Fourier-symbols. On the other hand, recalling the Sobolev inequality
and interpolating the density via n ε (t)
L 5/4 , we obtain
L 2 is ε-independent by Assumption (A). On the one hand, this shows that the initial energy is indeed well defined and uniformly bounded in ε for both κ = ±1. Moreover, we immediately conclude the uniform boundedness of the kinetic energy in the case κ = 1 and hence, global-in-time existence of solutions. In the case κ = −1 we only get, from energy conservation, that
Uniform boundedness of E ε kin (t), and hence, global-in-time existence, can therefore be concluded ifC < 8π, which holds true under Assumption B.
Remark 2.5. In comparison to the proof given in [13] we needed to invoke slightly different arguments in order to obtain the uniform (w.r.t. ε) bound (2.3). The requirementC < 8π directly leads to Assumption (B) with C * = (8π)
. Note however, that in our mixed-state case we can no longer characterize the conditioñ C < 8π by the solution of the corresponding single-state ground state problem as it is done in [13] .
Proof of the Main Result
In this paper we shall use the following definition for the Fourier transform
Moreover we denote by S the Schwartz space of rapidly decaying functions.
Proof. The proof of the Theorem 1 consists of three steps:
Step 1. We first note that due to Assumption (A) and the conservation laws (2.2), the Wigner function f ε (t) is uniformly bounded in L 2 (R , where the later follows from the results in [9] . Thus, for every fixed t ∈ [0, ∞), it holds (up to extraction of sub-sequences): f ε (t) ⇀ f (t), as ε → 0, in S(R Moreover it has been shown in [9, 15] that the limit f ∈ M + (R 3 x × R 3 ξ ), i.e. a positive phase-space measure.
Step 2. Next we shall prove the time-equicontinuity of f ε (t, x, ξ). To this end, we have to show that ∂ t f ε is bounded in L ∞ ((0, τ ),
x→y f ε )(t, x, η)dx dη .
Using the generalized Young inequality we have
and by interpolation between L 1 (R 3 ) and L 5/4 (R 3 ), one obtains n ε (t) L 6/5 ≤ n ε (t)
1/6
L 5/4 ≤ tr(ρ ε (t)) 1/6 f (t, ·, ·) ε 1/3
Due to the conservation laws (2.2) and the uniform bound on the kinetic energy (2.3) we therefore find that ∇ x V ε (t) L 2 is uniformly bounded as ε → 0, for all t ∈ [0, ∞). Thus, we can estimate
